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Introduction 
 

In India, Wheat (Triticum spp.) is the second 

most critical winter grain after rice that 

contributes generously to the National 

nourishment security by giving over half of 

the calories to the general population who 

mainly depend on it. Drought antagonistically 

influences seed germination, seedling 

development, plant development, chemical 

movement and macromolecules. Fresh and dry 

mass production of crop was lessened because 

of unfriendly impact of water stress. Drought 

is one of the commonest and most significant 

limitations to agricultural production, 

genuinely influencing crop development, gene 

expression, distribution, yield and quality. 

Plant might be influenced by drought 

whenever of life, however certain stage, for 

example, germination and seedling 

development are basic (Shahi et al., 2015). 

PEG has been utilized frequently as abiotic 

stress inducer in many reviews to screen 

drought tolerant germplasm (Almaghrabi 
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Among abiotic stresses drought is one of the most important limiting factor that adversely 

affect the plant production in the majority of agricultural crops of the world. Presently 

exogenous application of cytokinins i.e., Kinetin (@ 10, 20 and 40 mg/L) and Benzyl 

adenine(@ 25 and 50 mg/L) was studied on plant Relative leaf water content (RLWC), 

Water saturation deficit (WSD), relative saturation deficit (RSD) and carbohydrate 

metabolism (total soluble sugars and starch) content of wheat cultivars under water deficit 

conditions. PEG-induced (-0.4Mpa) stress significantly decreased the content of RLWC 

and Starch content in wheat cvs (HD2967, PBW660, WH1105 and PBW658). Exogenous 

application of both cytokinins {Kinetin (Kn) and benzyl adenine (BA)} significantly 

increased the leaf water content and starch in leaves of wheat seedlings. The total soluble 

sugars content, WSD and RSD was lesser in control of all selected cultivars and increased 

significantly under PEG-6000 induced drought stress and significant increase in soluble 

sugars was further recorded when cytokinins were supplied exogenously. Significant 

decline in WSD and RSD was observed with the application of both cytokinins. From 

among the tested levels Kn @ 40 mg/L and BA @ 50 mg/L had more pronounced effect. 

The accumulation of more total soluble sugars and maintenance of starch content leads to 

more water retention and decline in water deficit of leaf tissue with exogenously applied 

cytokinins protects the plant from adverse effect of drought. 
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2012, Ahmad et al., 2013; Jatoi et al., 2014). 

PEG is a polymer and considered as preferred 

synthetic over others to prompt water stress 

artificially. Govindaraj et al., 2010 recorded 

PEG incited osmotic anxiety is inductee to 

diminishing cell water potential. Sudden 

increase in concentration of PEG created a 

reduction in germination rate, seedling life in 

certain harvest plants (Khodarahmpour, 2011). 

Higher water retaining ability during 

dehydration is an important strategy for 

acquiring resistance (Lilley and Ludlow 1996; 

Sgherri et al., 2000). Leaf water content is 

necessary in maintenance of maximum 

amount of chlorophyll (Bohrani and Habibi, 

1992). The major effects of water stress 

include, those involving carbohydrate 

metabolisms, with the accumulation of sugars 

and a number of other organic solutes. 

Changes in carbohydrates (type and content) 

are of particular importance on account of 

their direct relationships with physiological 

processes such as photo-synthesis, 

translocation and respiration. A central role of 

sugars depend not only on direct involvement 

in the synthesis of other compounds, 

production of energy but also on stabilization 

of membranes (Hoekstra et al., 2001), action 

as regulators of gene expression and signaling 

molecules for sugar responsive genes which 

lead to different physiological responses like 

defense responses and turgor driven cell 

expansion. 

 

Cytokinins (CKs) control plant development 

perspectives and formative procedures, 

including cell division, apical predominance, 

chloroplast biogenesis, supplement assembly 

(nutrient mobilization), leaf senescence, 

vascular separation, photomorphogenic 

advancement, shoot separation or 

differentiation and anthocyanin generation 

(Mok and Mok, 2001; Davies, 2004). Kinetin 

is able to crack stress-caused dormancy during 

germination of seeds (Bozcuk, 1981). Benzyl 

adenin (BA) inhibited growth during stress, 

but also overcame the decline in growth rate, 

shoot/root ratio and internal cytokinin content 

in a salt-tolerant variety (Kuiper et al., 1990). 

Chakrabarti and Mukherji, (2003) observed 

that kinetin acts as an immediate free radical 

scavenger or it might include in antioxidative 

mechanism identified with the security of 

purine breakdown. A conceivable association 

of qualities in stress reactions is regularly 

construed from changes in the transcript 

abundance in response of a given stress 

trigger. Thus, the main motive to conduct the 

present investigation was to study the effect of 

exogenous kinetin and benzyl adenine on 

carbohydrate metabolism and relative water 

content of wheat genotypes under drought 

stress. 

 

Materials and Methods 

 

Four wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) genotypes 

viz. HD 2967, WH1105, PBW660 and 

PBW658 were obtained from Department of 

Plant Breeding and Genetics. Only healthy 

seeds were selected for the present 

investigation. 20 seeds were sown in each 

petri-plate using the distilled water and 

incubated at the room temperature (25±2°C), 

relative humidity and light was maintained in 

incubator. Water deficit was maintained by 

shifting the seedlings to the petri-plates 

supplemented with the PEG-6000 (-0.4MPa) 

solution on 3
rd

 day of sowing and petri-plates 

treated as control was maintained as such and 

different treatments (mentioned in figures and 

tables) of Cytokinins (Kinetin and Benzyl 

adenine) were given to each petri-plate. 

 

Relative leaf water content (RLWC), water 

saturation deficit (WSD) and relative 

saturation deficit (RSD) was calculated as 

per Weatherley (1950) 

 

Shoot pieces of equal size were cut and 

immediately weighed to obtain fresh weight 

and then saturated by submerging in distilled 
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water in petri dishes. After 6 hours, pieces 

were removed. Surface water was blotted off 

without putting any pressure and weighed to 

obtain saturated weight. After drying at 70°C 

for 48 hr dry weight was determined from 

these data following parameters were 

calculated.  

 

RLWC = Fresh weight – Dry weight/Saturated 

weight – Dry weight x 100 

 

WSD = Saturated weight- Fresh weight/ 

Saturated weight – Dry weight x 100 

 

RSD = Saturated weight- Fresh weight/ 

Saturated weight x 100 

 

Total soluble sugars 
 

Total soluble sugars were estimated by 

method as given by Dubois et al., (1956). 

 

100mg of stored dried material was 

homogenized in 5 ml of 80 percent ethyl 

alcohol, followed by centrifugation at 

5000rpm, followed by another extraction in 

3ml of 80 per cent ethyl alcohol. The final 

volume of pooled supernatants was adjusted to 

10 ml with extraction medium. For estimation, 

1ml of extract was taken in test tube and 1 ml 

of 5 per cent phenol was added to it. After 

5min, 5ml of reagent B was added slowly and 

was stirred continuously. OD of greenish 

brown colour developed was taken at 490 nm 

in spectrophotometer. Distilled was used 

instead of extract in blank. The quantity of 

sugars was calculated against the standard 

curve prepared by using pure glucose (10-

100µg/ml) and expressed as mg g
-1

 dry 

weight. 

 

Starch content  

 

Starch was estimated by method as given by 

McCready et al., (1958). 

 

Fresh tissue sample was homogenized within 

80 per cent ethanol. Centrifuged and retained 

the residue, washed with 80 per cent ethanol 

4-5 times to remove all traces of soluble 

sugars. To confirm it tested last wash for 

sugars with anthrone reagent. When result was 

negative added 5ml of DW and 6.5 ml of 52 

per cent perchloric acid. Kept at 0°C for 20 

min, centrifuged and retained the extract. 

Repeated same step 3-4 times and diluted to 

the desired volume. Took 0.5 ml of diluted 

extract in a test tube added 4.5 ml of DW and 

10 ml of cold anthrone-sulphuric acid reagent 

(200 mg of anthrone in 100 ml of cold 95 per 

cent H2SO4 stored at 0°C) in an ice bath. 

Heated for 8 min at 100°C, cooled to room 

temperature and read absorbance at 630 nm. 

 

Statistical analysis 

 

The experimental data were analysed by 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) using software 

CPCS1 by Cochran and Cox., (1967). 

 

Results and Discussion 

 

Relative Leaf Water Content (RLWC) 

 

All the genotypes had higher RLWC under the 

controlled conditions as compared to PEG 

stimulated drought stress as depicted in Figure 

1. PEG induced drought stress significantly 

reduced the RLWC of the studied wheat 

genotypes but more pronounced effect was 

shown by genotype PBW658. The genotype 

HD2967followed by WH1105 attained the 

higher values of relative leaf water content 

even under the drought stress. On the other 

hand the genotype PBW660 (18.46%) had 

more percentage decrease (over control) and 

genotype HD2967 (12.26%) had lesser 

percentage decrease over control. Munns et 

al., (2010) and Boyoumi et al., (2008) also 

had the similar findings that the Relative water 

content decreased under the water deficit 

conditions in wheat. There was significant 
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reduction in relative water content under the 

drought stress as compared to control 

conditions in Brassica species (Alam et al., 

2014). 

 

Kn @10mg/L application on leaves 

significantly increased the RLWC of the 

selected genotypes and HD2967 followed by 

WH1105 possessed higher values as compared 

with other genotypes. The maximum 

percentage increase over drought was 

recorded in genotype PBW660 (7.54%) 

followed by HD2967 (6.62%). All the 

genotypes had significantly high values than 

that with the application of Kn 20mg/L. With 

Kn 20mg/L the genotype WH1105 followed 

by HD2967 had higher RLWC and PBW658 

had least value. The percentage increase over 

drought the genotype WH1105 (11.55%) 

followed by PBW660 (10.71%) had high 

RLWC and PBW658 (8.29%) had lesser 

percentage increase.  

 

Beside these two Kn concentrations the higher 

Kn concentration i.e. Kn @ 40mg/L there is 

further increase in RLWC of all the studied 

wheat genotypes. With that concentration the 

HD2967 followed by WH1105 acquired the 

highest RLWC. Genotype PBW658 had lesser 

leaf water content as compared to other 

genotypes. The maximum percentage increase 

was recorded in genotype PBW660 (17.06%) 

followed by WH1105 (16.12%) and lesser 

percentage increase was recorded in HD2967 

(13.54%). Elliott et al., (1979) observed the 

cytokinins significantly increased the RWC in 

Amaranthus.  

 

Different concentrations of BA significantly 

altered the RLWC of selected wheat 

genotypes. BA ameliorated the negative effect 

of PEG induced drought stress. The BA @ 

25mg/L significantly increased the RLWC but 

the more pronounced effect was recorded in 

genotype WH1105 followed by HD2967. 

Maximum perce1ntage increase was recorded 

in PBW658 (10.19%) followed by WH1105 

(10.01%). With the application of BA @ 

50mg/L there was further increase in leaf 

water content of all the genotypes. The 

maximum increase was recorded in WH1105 

and lesser increase was observed in PBW658. 

On the hand the maximum percentage increase 

was observed in PBW660 (15.33%) followed 

by WH1105 (15.31%) and lesser percentage 

increase was recorded in HD2967 (11.99%). 

Saeidi et al., (2015) recorded leaf relative 

water content decreased with the drought 

stress in other wheat cultivars. It was recorded 

that the 20% PEG solution resulted in decline 

in relative leaf water content (Sultan et al., 

2012). Drought tolerance at cellular level was 

associated with the ability to accumulate 

proline and high water level conservation. 

 

Water Saturation Deficit (WSD) 

 

Figure 2 depicted the water saturation deficit 

of wheat genotypes under control, stressed and 

different concentrations of Kn and BA tested. 

The PEG induced drought stress significantly 

increased the WSD of all genotypes as 

compared to controlled ones. The maximum 

increase was recorded in PBW658 and 

genotype WH1105 tends to maintain the lesser 

WSD even under the drought stress. The 

maximum percentage increase over control 

was observed in HD2967 (52.91%) followed 

by WH1105 (49.97%). Thus, findings also 

observed that both WSD and RSD increased 

under the deficit conditions in other wheat 

genotypes were similar with the findings of 

the present study (Gupta et al., 2014). 

 

Different concentrations of Kn significantly 

reduced the negative effect of PEG and tends 

to decreased the WSD of all the studied wheat 

genotypes. With the application of Kn @ 

10mg/L the maximum decrease was recorded 

in WH1105 followed by HD2967. On the 

other hand the maximum percentage decrease 

over drought was recorded in genotype 
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WH1105 (10.34%) followed by PBW660 

(8.79%). After that the Kn @ 20mg/L further 

decreased the WSD of all studied genotypes 

but the maximum decrease was observed in 

wheat genotype again in WH1105 followed by 

HD2967. Maximum percentage decrease was 

recorded in WH1105 (21.20%) followed by 

PBW658 (18.37%). With the application of 

Kn @ 40mg/L there is further decrease in 

WSD of different wheat genotypes but the 

maximum decrease was recorded in again 

WH1105 followed by HD2967. The maximum 

decrease in percentage was recorded in 

HD2967 (52.35%) followed by WH1105 

(52.33%) and lesser percentage decrease was 

recorded in PBW658 (47.95%).The different 

concentrations of BA significantly decreased 

the WSD of presently studied wheat 

genotypes.  

 

With the application of BA @ 25mg/L the 

maximum decrease was recorded in WH1105 

followed by HD2967 and lesser decrease was 

observed in PBW658 but the maximum 

percentage decrease (over drought) was 

observed in WH1105 (28.52%) followed by 

PBW660 (25.76%) and lesser percentage 

decrease was recorded in PBW658 (23.70%). 

There was further decrease in WSD of wheat 

genotypes with the application of BA 50mg/L, 

the maximum decrease was recorded in 

WH1105 and lesser decrease was recorded in 

PBW658. The maximum percentage decrease 

was observed in WH1105 (47.03%) followed 

by HD2967 (46.40%) and lesser percentage 

decrease was recorded in PBW660 (38.57%).  

 

Relative Saturation Deficit (RSD) 
 

PEG induced drought stress significantly 

increased the RSD of all the wheat genotypes 

as depicted in Figure 3. All genotypes had 

lower RSD under control conditions. The 

lower RSD was observed in HD2967 under 

control as well as under PEG induced drought 

stress conditions. The genotype PBW658 had 

high RSD under both the conditions. The more 

percentage increase was recorded in HD2967 

i.e., 56.42% and followed by PBW660 i.e 

44.18%. Raza et al., 2012 also observed the 

increase in RSD with the drought stress, on 

basis of that they categorised the sensitive and 

tolerant wheat genotypes.  

 

Different Kn concentrations significantly 

ameliorated the adverse effect of PEG on all 

genotypes, Kn application significantly 

reduced the RSD of studied genotypes. With 

Kn @ 10mg/L the maximum decrease was 

recorded in WH1105 and lesser decrease was 

recorded in PBW658. The maximum 

percentage decrease was recorded in WH1105 

(10.82%) and lesser was found in HD2967 

(5.29%). Kn @ 20mg/L further decreased the 

RSD of all genotypes the maximum RSD with 

that application was recorded again in 

PBW658 and lesser was observed in HD2967. 

The percentage decrease was recorded high in 

WH1105 (31.60%) followed by HD2967 

(24.70%).  

 

Kn @ 40mg/L had more significant effect in 

reduction of RSD of all genotypes. PBW658 

had more RSD and WH1105 had lesser RSD 

as compared to all other genotypes with the 

application of Kn 40mg/L. The percentage 

decrease was recorded high in WH1105 

(41.70%) and low percentage decrease was 

calculated in HD2967 (36.92%). 

 

BA applications reduced the negative effect of 

PEG as it significantly decreased the RSD of 

all studied genotypes. With BA @ 25mg/L the 

genotype PBW658 followed by PBW660 had 

higher RSD and HD2967 had lesser RSD as 

compared to other genotypes. The percentage 

decrease was found more in HD2967 

(31.39%) and lesser in PBW660. BA @ 

50mg/L, further decreased the RSD of 

genotypes. The maximum percentage decrease 

was recorded in PBW660 (40.70%) and lesser 

was observed in PBW658 (28.27%). 
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Fig.1 Effect of different concentrations of Kn (10, 20 and 40mg/L) and BA (25 and 50mg/L) on 

relative leaf water content (RLWC) at 10 DAS in wheat under PEG induced drought stress. 

V=1.230, T=1.091, V×T=2.130 

 

  
 

Fig.2 Effect of different concentrations of Kn (10, 20 and 40mg/L) and BA (25 and 50mg/L) on 

water saturation deficit (WSD) at 10 DAS in wheat under PEG induced drought stress. V=0.434, 

T=0.321, V×T=1.009 
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Fig.3 Effect of different concentrations of Kn (10, 20 and 40mg/L) and BA (25 and 50mg/L) on 

relative saturation deficit (RSD) at 10 DAS in wheat under PEG induced drought stress. 

V=0.293, T=0.487, V×T=1.063 

 

  
 

Fig.4 Effect of different concentrations of Kn (10, 20 and 40mg/L) and BA (25 and 50mg/L) on 

total soluble sugars (mg gm
-1 

fresh wt) at 10 DAS in wheat under PEG induced drought stress. 

V=0.068, T=0.045, V×T=0.963 
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Table.1 Effect of different concentrations of Kn (10, 20 and 40mg/L) and BA (25 and 50mg/L) 

on Starch content (mg gm
-1 

fresh wt) at 10 DAS in wheat under PEG induced drought stress 

 

Treatments 

Genotypes 

Starch content (mg gm
-1 

fresh wt) 

HD2967 PBW660 WH1105 PBW658 

T1-Control 1.33 1.49 1.47 1.33 

T2- Stress 

(PEG) 

1.01 

(24.06% ↓) 

1.22 

(18.12% ↓) 

1.11 

(24.48% ↓) 
0.99 

(25.56%↓) 

T3-PEG+Kn(10) 1.09 

(7.92% ↑) 

1.30 

(6.56% ↑) 

1.26 

(13.51% ↑) 
1.12 

(13.13% ↑) 

T4- 

PEG+Kn(20) 

1.12 

(10.89% ↑) 

1.34 

(9.84% ↑) 

1.33 

(19.82% ↑) 
1.19 

(20.20% ↑) 

T5-PEG+Kn(40) 1.19 

(17.82% ↑) 

1.44 

(18.03% ↑) 

1.39 

(25.26% ↑) 
1.28 

(29.29% ↑) 

T6-PEG+BA(25) 1.11 

(9.90% ↑) 

1.38 

(13.11% ↑) 

1.33 

(19.82% ↑) 
1.20 

(21.21% ↑) 

T7- 

PEG+BA(50) 

1.18 

(16.83% ↑) 

1.43 

(17.21% ↑) 

1.36 

(22.52% ↑) 
1.25 

(26.26% ↑) 

CD 5% V= 0.0389, T=0.0475, 

V×T= 0.933 

   

Percentage decrease over control is represented by ↓ and percentage increase over drought is represented by ↑. 

 

Total Soluble Sugars (TSS) 

 

Total soluble sugars were measured from the 

different wheat seedlings at 10 DAS stage the 

genotype HD2967 followed by PBW660 had 

maximum TSS (Fig. 4). There was significant 

increase in TSS of all wheat genotypes during 

PEG stimulated drought stress. Genotype 

HD2967 followed by PBW660 had the more 

TSS even under the drought stress but the 

maximum percentage increase (over control) 

was recorded in HD2967 (10.44%) followed 

by PBW660 (10.13%) and genotype WH1105 

had lesser percentage increase i.e., 9.00%. 

Ibrahim et al., 2016 observed that the soluble 

sugars acts as osmoprotectants and reducing 

and total soluble sugars accumulated during 

the stress conditions as the findings were 

similar with the observations of present study. 

Marcinska et al., (2013) also found that the 

PEG induced drought stress resulted in 

increase in TSS in wheat seedlings. The less 

membrane damage was correlated with an 

increase capacity to accumulate sugars at leaf 

level during the water stress (Bajji 1999, Bajji 

2000c) 

 

Soluble sugars maintained the osmoregulation 

of the cell during the various stress 

conditions, an increase in TSS of all seedlings 

with the application of Kn was reported. With 

the application of Kn @ 10mg/L all 

genotypes showed significant increase in TSS 

and maximum values were recorded in 

HD2967 and lesser in WH1105. On the other 

hand PBW658 (15.31%) had maximum 

percentage increase (over drought) and 

PBW660 (7.05%) had lesser percentage 

increase. Foliar application of Kn 20mg/L 

there was further increase in TSS of all 

genotypes and maximum increase was 

recorded again in HD2967 and lesser increase 

was observed in WH1105 but the maximum 

percentage increase was recorded in PBW658 

(29.63%) followed by WH1105 (20.70%). 

There was further increase in TSS of all 

genotypes with the application of Kn 40mg/L 

and genotype HD2967 followed by PBW660 
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had higher TSS. The maximum percentage 

increase was recorded in PBW660 (44.42%) 

and lesser percentage increase was recorded 

in HD2967 (30.68%). Application of plant 

growth hormones like Kn were found to be 

effective to affect physiological reactions of 

plants under water stress conditions and 

modify the leaves to grain assimilates transfer 

through affecting carbohydrates synthesis and 

grain development Iqbal et al.,(2011). Niakan 

et al., (2014) recorded the similar results with 

the present study that the foliar spray of Kn 

increased TSS under drought stress. Ratnakar 

et al., (2013) had similar findings recorded in 

spinach under salt stress. Like Kn, BA also 

significantly increased TSS of all seedlings. 

With the application of BA @ 25 mg/L, 

HD2967 had higher amount of TSS and 

PBW658 had lesser TSS. But the percentage 

increase (over drought) was higher in 

WH1105 (20.03%) followed by PBW658 

(15.07%). With higher BA concentration i.e., 

BA 50mg/L there was further increase in TSS 

content of all studied genotypes. HD2967 

followed byPBW660 had maximum content 

of TSS. On the other hand the maximum 

percentage increase was recorded in WH1105 

(26.96%) followed by PBW658 (24.92%). 

 

There have been contradictory reports 

regarding the effect of moisture stress on 

sugar accumulation in wheat. Some studies 

have revealsthat sugar content rose (Munns 

and Weir, 1981) while others have found that 

sugar content decreased (Hanson andHitz, 

1982) or remained unchanged (Morgan, 1992) 

during stress conditions. Present study 

showed increase in the level of sugars under 

drought stress and consistent with findings by 

other researchers (Kamil and Losel, 1993). 

 

Starch content 

 

Table 1 depicts the starch content of studied 

wheat genotypes at the 10 DAS. All the 

genotypes acquired the high starch content 

under the controlled conditions but the PEG 

induced drought stress significantly reduced 

the starch content of all genotypes. The 

genotype PBW660 maintained the high starch 

content even under the drought stress and 

PBW658 had low starch content as compared 

to other genotypes. But the percentage 

decrease over control was recorded maximum 

in PBW658 (34.34%) and minimum in 

PBW660 (22.13%). Drought stress 

significantly reduced the starch content in 

wheat genotypes was may be due to increased 

activity of amylase that increased the soluble 

sugars Radhika and Thind (2013). Starch 

forms the major component of grain, therefore 

grain yield reduction is mainly caused by the 

reduction of starch accumulation (Duffus et 

al., 1992; Emes et al., 2003). A barleystudy 

shown that endosperm starch reductions 

ranged from 0 to 45% when water was 

withheld from flowering until harvest, and 

changes in starch content correlated well with 

yield (Worch et al., 2011). 

 

Different concentrations of Kn significantly 

increased the starch content of all studied 

genotypes. Kn @ 10mg/L significantly 

increased the starch content of all studied 

genotypes. The PBW660 followed by 

WH1105 accumulated the high starch content 

as compared to other genotypes with Kn @ 

10mg/L. The maximum percentage increase 

over drought was recorded in WH1105 

followed by PBW658 and these were 13.51% 

and 13.13% respectively. With Kn @ 20mg/L 

there was again significant increase in starch 

content of all genotypes. Maximum 

accumulation of starch content was recorded 

in PBW660 and that is followed by WH1105 

and genotype HD2967 had least starch 

content with that concentration of Kn. The 

maximum percentage increase with that 

concentration of Kn was recorded in PBW658 

(20.20%) and followed by WH1105 

(19.82%). Kn @ 40mg/L further significantly 

increased the starch of all genotypes. 
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PBW660 had high and HD2967 had low 

starch content. Maximum percentage increase 

was observed in PBW658 followed by 

WH1105 these were 29.29% and 25.26% 

respectively.BA application increased the 

starch content of wheat seedlings. As similar 

in Kn concentrations the genotype PBW660 

followed by WH1105 acquired the high starch 

content with both BA applications i.e 

BA@25mg/L and BA@ 50mg/L. With BA @ 

25 mg/L the maximum percentage increase 

over drought was observed in PBW658 

(21.21%) followed by WH1105 (19.82%) and 

least percentage increase was recorded in 

HD2967 (9.90%). The genotype PBW658 

again had maximum percentage increase i.e 

26.26% as compared to other genotypes with 

BA @ 50mg/L and HD2967 (16.83%) had 

lower percentage increase. BAP application 

significantly resulted in increase in starch 

accumulation in wheat genotypes as recorded 

by Radhika and Thind (2013). 

 

It can be concluded from the present study 

that the exogenous application of cytokinins 

(Kinetin and BA) increased the total soluble 

sugar and starch content. These metabolites 

act as the osmoprotectants (serve as 

osmoticum) and tend to retain the leaf turgor 

(water content) of wheat genotypes under 

drought stress. 
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